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1. INTRODUCTION 
A substantial amount of work has been carried out in the field of 
jet noise in an effort to understand noise generation and propagation, 
and also to decrease the noise produced from the exhaust jet by chang-
ing the configuration of the engine nozzle. Much of the research has 
been characterized by an attempt to introduce local modifications in 
the flow field that do not require major modifications to the e..ngine 
design. Therefore, schemes usually considered are limited to changes 
localized downstream of the converging section of the nozzle (Refs. 1-4). 
The results of these investigations indicate that large reductions 
in noise levels at some distance from the engine can be obtained, e.g., 
Mangiarotty and Cuadra (Ref. 3). However, such reductions are con-
sistently coupled with substantial decreases in thrust. A typical ex-
ample of such results is presented in Fig. 1, where the amount of 
suppression is related to losses in thrust. Nagamatsu, Sheer and Gill 
(Ref. 4) have obtained large noise reducl:ions (2QdB) by splitting a 
supersonic jet into 191 smaller shrouded jets. The th,~st loss was, 
hm"ever, 25%. Such losses are not easily acceptable, and they 1)lay be 
unnecessary, if the fluid dynamic changes required for decreasing the 
noise are incorporated initially in a good aerodynamic nozzle design. 
The insight necr.ssary for establishing rational suppressor design 
criteria has been sought by many research efforts aimed at determining 
the location of noise sources within jet flows, their relative 
importance to the overall radiated field, and the mechanisms by which 
noise generation occurs. Information of this type has been obtained 
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from detailed measurements of the level and spectral composition of the 
radiated sound in the far-field (as, for example, in Refs. 5-6), by the 
'lS 10 of directional microphones to isolate the contribution to the 
radiated sound of small regions of the flow (Ref. 7), and by Cross-
correlation between the radiated acoustic field and either the velocity 
fluctuations (Ref. 8) or the pressure fluctuations (Refs. 9-11) in the 
source field . 
In addition, detailed studies of the level and spectral distri-
bution of the pressure fluctuations within small model jet flows have 
been made by Nagamatsu and several associates (Refs. 12-14). Part oft.. 
the present investigation was directed toward a similar survey of the 
static pressure fluctuations within the cold supersonic jet flow ex-
hausting from a relatively large 7 inch exit diameter convergent-
divergent nozzle. The nozzle is designed to yield shock-free (balanced) 
flow with a jet Mach number M. = 2. Both the flow in this perfectly 
J 
expanded case, and an overexpanaed flow with M; = 1.8 were surveyed. 
J 
An important aspect of the problem of jet noise which could lead 
to a better unders tanding of noise generating mechanisms is the propa-
gation of pressure disturbances in the presence of flow. Research in 
this area has included a study by Chih-ming and Kovasznay (Ref. 15) of 
periodic wave propagation across a two-dimensional layer of turbulence, 
and analytical. investigations by Slutsky and Tamagno (Ref. 16) and 
Gottlieb (Ref. 17) of the field due to an harmonic source radiating 
from a two-dimensional region of flow, across a velocity discontinuity, 
into a medium at rest. Although the last reference also includes 
results for the reverse case of a source radiating into a region of 
2 
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flow from one at rest, the use of an improper boundary condition at the 
interface is believed to invalidate the results for both cases. .The 
problem of a source within a cylindrical flow region was treated by 
Slutsky (Ref. 18), and was extended by Liu and Naestrello (Ref. 19) 
to the case of a real axisymmetric flow with diverging boundaries. An 
experimental investigation of refraction (Ref. 20) has included 
measurements in the acoustic far-field of a pure-tone point source 
located inside a low speed jet flow. 
Nixing induced disturbances at the periphery of an aXisymmetric 
jet flow lIot only propagate into the surrounding medium but also 
toward the centerline of the flow. A recent analysis by Ferri, Ting 
and Herner (Ref. 21) has shown that the nonlinear propagation of a 
circumferential dis turbance at the edge of a cylindrical supersonic 
flo., toward the dxis of the flow will exhibit effects such as 
focussing and distortion of wave profile. (Also included in this 
reference is a study, in the same vein as those described in the previous 
paragraph, of the propagation of an acoustic disturbance from the core of 
a supersonic jet through the shear layer, Fig. 2). An experimental 
"~;'ification of these phenomena requires the ability to first induce a 
'·.wn distllrbance at the edge of a supersonic flow and then to observe 
th.· dis turbance at it propagates into the flow, A maj or effort of the 
pre.r;.e.nt investigation was the development of the; experimental procedures 
and data processing necessary to accomplish this, (Although a method of 
detecting a weak acous tic signal in turbulent ai.r£lOl's has been inves ti-
gated (Ref, 22), its scope, as "ill be discus~.ed in Section IV, ::'s 
rather limited), 
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The task of implementing the required facilities and ins tl'umentation 
was divided into three phases: 
a. construction of the facility providing two concentric jets 
of cold air; calibration of the jet I s aerodynamic charac-
teris tics and measurement of noise generated in the far 
field and near field for evaluation of uniformity, in-
tensity, spectrum composition. 
b. construction of a signal generator providing a set of one 
to six signals of appropriate intensity, frequency and 
form; channeling of the signals to the desi.red injection 
points, establishment of the signal form at the injection 
points, time-delay control are studied in this phase. 
c. assembling a data acquisition system consisting of 
pressure probes, a stand and scanning mechanism for the 
probes, a recording system, and a signal enhancement 
sys tem for separation of the injected signal from the 
background noise of the jets. 
Nany of the results obtained from the application of these facilities 
and sys tems to the study of wave propagation, as Hell as to the survc"Y of 
ambient static pressure fluctuations, have been presented in various 
articles published during the course of the investigation (Refs. 23-26). 
'I 4 
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II. EXPERIMENTaL FACILITIES A~D PROCEDURES 
A. Jet Facility 
The facility utilized in the experimental program was designed with 
the objective of satisfying the following requirements: 
a. That many nozzle configurations can be set up for 
experiment without introducing maj or changes in the 
facility 
b. That the flow conditions through the primary and 
secondary nozzles can be controlled independently 
and that 
c. The nozzle jets discharge in the open space outside 
the laboratory and their direction is such as to 
produce minimum reflections from the surrounding 
ob jects. 
A steel cylinder, Fig. 3, (l~ ft. I.D. and 7 ft long) closed at the 
two ends by two flanges and <1esigned for 1600 psi Rominal pressure, is 
"3ed as the settling chamber of the primary nozzle. One flaRge is bliRd
 
while the other one has a ceRtral rectaJlgular hole with 7 3/4" by S 3/4" 
sides with rouRded corners, bored iRto it. nlis flange was used to sup-
port the coaxial axisymmetric Rozzles with circular cross sections (Fig. 4). 
The coaxial secondary nozzle has a separate anRular settling chamber 
built around the r.ozzle itself. Cold air (T,," SQOoR) was supplied to a 
3 
the settling chanber from a 1700 ft bank at a maximum pressure of 
200U psi through three regulatiRg valves. 
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The inner (primary) nozzle, with a throat diameter of 5.25" and an 
exit section of 7" diameter, provides a M = 2 supersonic jet, and requires 
110 psia stagnation pressure to produce a jet with 14.7 psia exit static 
pressure, free of shock-expansion surfaces (mass flow 60 lbm/sec). 
The outer (secondary) nozzle provides, in this configuration, an 
annular jet of 10" O.D. and 7" I.D. at M = 1 also balanced (Fig. 5), 
(P = 30 psia, P = 14.7 psia, 20 1bm/sec). The outer nozzle was 
o e 
designed initially,for subsonic Mach numbers with a jet exit 0.]). = 12" 
(also with a mass flow of 20 1bm/sec.) and tests ~f its characteristics, 
alone or toge.ther with the M = 2 inner jet, have been perfoEIled. This 
set of nozzles was implemented with a series of pressure taps and 
tested to veri[-y the flow axial symmetry and the Hach numbers were ob-
tained by using standard recording eqaipment. 
A series of tests was conducted with ·various combinations of the 
jets mass flows, to measure the souRd level iR the far field at 
selected points; namely, at 46 ft., 92 ft. distance and about 600 ft. 
across the Harlem River, at various aRgles with the jets axis (Tables 
1 and 2). 
B. Sigaal GeRerators 
'n.".o acoastic signal generating systems were pre:pa,red for this in- r 
vestigatioR. The first consisted of a 100 watt A1tee 290-E loadspeaker, 
with a 3 iRch exit diameter catenoidal horR, driven by a H-P 33l0A 
[-unction geRerator (operatiRg in the sine mode) through a BogeR 100 
: ! 
watt power amplifi"r. The sync output of the function generator 
acted as aR exterRal trigger for a General Radio pulse generator 
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(type 1340). The resulting pulse train, adjusted for proper amplitude, 
was recorded along with the transducer outputs and served to synchro-
nize them with the loudspeaker generated signal. 
The second (multi-source) generator is the pneumatic siren system 
shown in Fig. 6 and consists of a manifold receiving air from the high 
pressure line (2000 psig) reduced to 20-200 psig by a pressure control 
valve. The air flow from the manifold enters into six 5/8" LID. 
nozzles and is alternately shut off and opened by a rotating valve. 
This rotating valve is formed by a disc attached to an electric motor 
with speed variable up to 10,000 rpm, and presents in front of the 
nozzles a row of 24 circular windows of 1/2" diam. From the other side 
of the rotating disc, six pipes of 5/8" LID., placed in continuation of 
the six nozzles, bring the resulting pressure disturbances to the signal 
injection points. The six lines are symmetrically placed around the axis 
of the tumlel and have the same length (aboQt 10 feet), except for a 
U-shaped segment that permits one to change the line length by about 
1 foot, thereby introducing a delay-time in the signal arrival at the 
injection point of up to 1 msee. The synch'l:om.izatiom. paIse train in this 
case was again provided by the GR pulse gem.erator being triggered now by 
a rotatiRg contact-switch system aligned with the 24 windows of the 
rotating valve, Fig. 7. 
C. Probes and Supportim.g Structure 
Probes were supported im. the flow by the structU'l:e shown in Fig. 8. 
A massive base cam. be moved down a 10 ft long track fixed to the grouRd 
and oriem.ted along the x-axis, as well as m.orma1 to this streamwise 
direction. A motorized mechanism attached to the base allowed for a 
7 
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13 inch vertical traverse of the flow at a speed of approximately 2 in/sec. 
Two pressu"e probes can be mounted, either singly or together (separated 
by 1.5 inches in the vertical y-direction), at the end of a knife-edged 
wing (Fig. 9) which was then fixed to the top of the traversing 
mechanism and extended into the flow. The wing also served to enclose 
the transducer cables. 
Static pressure fluctuation measurements were made using two probes, 
.-,.-
both consisting of J}ulite piezoresistive pressure transducers (Type 
CQS125-l00) housed in the ends of a 6 inch long stainless steel tubes 
fitted with Bruel and Kjaer #UA0385 ogive nose cones, Fig. 9. One 
tube has a constant 1/4 inch D.D. and the other a 3/8 inch O.D. taper-
ing to 1/4 inch. The transducer senses the pressure in a cavity 
(formed by the B & K nose cone) which is in contact with the outside 
I'ressare field through a wire mesh ring. A "blind" solid steel nose 
cone was constructed for use in determining how large a part of the 
. . 1TIsducer output signal was due to spar'L:)lls, non-pressure noise such as 
chat resulting from vibration of instrumentation cables. Specifications 
for the two transdacers, identified as ifol and if?, as well as a typical 
circuit diagram are presented in Fig. 10. The re~onance frequency of 
130 kHz indicates a flat (± 1 db) transducer frequency J;"('.sponse of' 
DC-40 kHz as shown in Fig. 11. The Helmholtz resonance of the pro~e cavity 
mentioned· above shoald not significantly affect measu::::ements within this 
range of frequencies. It is believed that this resonance frequency is 
mach higher than the 20 kHz found in Ref. 27 for th:: cavity of a 
simnRT. 1 inch diameter B & K nose cone. In fact, simple scaling 
considerations would indicate a frequency on the order of 80 kHz. The 
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sensitivities of the transducers were verified using a 1 kHz pressure 
field of known level (154 dB). 
D. Instrumentation 
A diagram of the instrumentation set-up for recording the transducer 
outputs and generating the acoustic signal with the Altec loudspeaker is 
shown in Fig. 12. The output voltage of transducer #1 was amplified and 
filtered by a Princeton Applied Research amplifier (Model 113) which has 
4 
a maximum gain of ~1iJ. The RMS level of the amplifier output was 
monitored on a voltmeter. A Bruel and Kjaer Type 2606 measuring ampli-
fier with a maximum ga.in of 96 db served the same purpose for the output 
of transducer iF7, its meter indicating the RMS level of this output. 
Typical amplifier bandpasses used were 30-300,000 Hz on the pAR and 
22.5-200,000 Hz on the B & K. The low frequency roll-offs were needed 
to eliminate the effect o·f 2 Hz macss flow fluctuations (created by valve 
oscillation) on the measurements. Both amplifier outputs were displayed 
on a 2 channel oscilloscope and recorded on a 7-channel Honeywell 5600 
tape recorder. 
Tape recordings "ere made primarily at 60 ips although a speed of 
15 ips "as also ased. The transducer outputs were all simultaHeously 
recorded both in FM double extended mode and Direct mode. The pulse 
train sYRch:ro'flized with. the acoustic signal generator was recorded only 
i:r> ntrect mode. At 60 ips, the recorder band"idth is Dc-40 kHz for FM 
and 300-300,000 Hz for Direct. At 15 ips these become DC-lO kHz and 
100-75,000 Hz, respectively. When the traversingmechacnism "as used, 
a marker signal locating the positioH of the probe along the y-axis in 
the flow was recorded in FM mode. 
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Basically, three experimental procedures were followed to acquire 
data. With one of the probes located at various fixed positions inside 
the jet, 15 to 20 second recordings were made of the transducer output 
at each position. The RMS level of the static pressure fluctuations 
represented by this output was determined from an on-line reading of 
the appropriate meter, while the recordings were later analyzed to ob-
tain the spectral distribution of the fluctuations. Again with only one 
probe, the traversi~g mechanism was used to vertically scan the static 
pressure fluctuations across the jet. In this case the transducer 
output was recorded during the scan along with a signal marking the 
,approximate position of the moving probe. In the last procedure, the 
set-up for which is shown in Fig .• 13 for the loudspeaker, both probes 
(separated by 1.5 inches in the vertical direction) were placed in the 
field of the acoustic signal generator. The two transducer outputs were 
recorded both with and without jet flow. In the fOl.-mer case, 40 seconds 
of data was recorded to allow the subsequent processi"g to separate the 
"caustic signal from the jet pressure fluctuations. 
The systems used to analyze the recordings are shOlm in Fig. 14. 
The jet traverse recordings were played throagh the RMS circuit of'the 
B & K measuring amplifier and then displayed on the oscilloscope 'to-
gether with the marker signal, thus giving a trace of RMS le.vel of 
static pressure fluctuations vs position traversed along the y-axis. 
In all other cases, RMS playback levels were monitored on.a voltmeter. 
Spectral distrib",tions' of the recorded static pressure flactuations at 
various poin.ts in the flow \Vere obtained using a General Radio narrow 
band ",ave analyzer (Model 1900A) linked to a General Radio (Model l52l-B) 
10 
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graphic level recorder. The signal recovery processing was accomplished 
" 
by feeding the recorded transducer pick-ups in the fielrl of the acoustic 
signal generator into one of the channels of a Saicor SAI-42 correlation 
and probability analyzer operating in the enhance (ensemble averaging) 
mode. In this mode, 100 values of the incoming signal are sampled (at a 
predefined increment), digitized and added to 100 memory bins each time 
a trigger pulse, of prescribed amplitude and duration, is sensed at the 
EXT SYNC terminal of the analyzer. These external triggers were pro-
vided by the pulse generator being itself triggered by the recorded 
synchronization pulse train. This procedure was followed because the 
pulse amplitude required by the analyzer is greater than that which can 
be recorded, and also due to the fact that some distortion occurs to the 
pulses in the recording/playback process. Thus, the pulse generator 
served, in a way, to transform the recorded pulse train into one having 
the required properties. At the end of the processing, the levels in 
the 100 bins of the analyzer were displayed across the oscilloscope 
screen and photographed. 
An electronic simulation of this signal recovery processing was 
carried out using the system shown in Fig. 15. A General Radio O'ype 
1390B) random noise generator served to simulate the jet static pressure 
fluctuations while the sinusQidal oUtpllt of the function generator re-
presented the acoustic trace signal. The tWQ were summed and filtered 
by the PAR 113 operated in its differential ampli£ier mode. The 
resulting sum was handled as if it were the amplified output of a 
trans:OCl.cer in the flow with the exception that recording was bypassed 
in some of the simulation studies. The meter could be used to monitor 
11 
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the RHS levels of the noise and signal, separately or combined. 
E. Hodifications 
At the beginning of the third year of the experimental program it 
became necessary to relocate the Jet Noise Facility from the Bronx, N.Y. 
to Westbury, L.r. ,N.Y. Although the general configuration of the facility 
was kept unchanged, some advantages were derived from the new emplacement 
and some improvements were introduced as dictated by previous experience. 
,~. 
They can be summarized as follows: 
a) The concrete platform and the streamwise rails of the 
probe support structure was extended in length to 
20' from the jet exit. The mechanism of moving and 
locking the probe support to the rails was improved 
to permit better control and faste" operation as well 
as to explore the jet up to 28 D (Fig. 16) 
b) The air bank volame available is twice as large as the 
one used previously permitting twice the number of 
test runs between the same limits of pressure and 
keeping the same test time and mass flow. 
c) The valve control panel and the data recording instru-
mentation were placed close to each other and in a 
position from which a better visual control of the 
jet is possible and that permits the two operators to 
communicate easily. 
12 
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The following additions and modifications were also made to the 
. 
pneumatic signal generating system: 
a) Fabrication of an injection ring placed at the exit of 
the primary nozzle that permits radial injection of 6 
simultaneous signals (at variable phases) through 6 
sloes ~" wide and 3.5" long in the circumferential 
direction evenly distributed along the circumference 
(Fig. 17). 
b) Fabrication of a manifold to distribute the high pressure 
air to the six port of the pneumatic siren. 
c) Modification of the siren to reduce the gaps in front and 
aft of the spinning disc to eliminate unwanted resonances 
occurring in these gaps (Fig. 18). 
\ 
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III. STATIC PRESSURE FLUCTUATION }illASURh~NTS 
A. General Remarks 
Prior to dealing with the primary objective of this investigation, 
which was to develop and implement a procedure for externally injecting 
and then tracing an acoustic signal through jet flows, a survey was made 
of fluctuating static pressure levels in the primary flow. This survey 
was useful in two r~spects. It firs t of all provided a good idea of the 
sort of background noise levels which would have to be contended with in 
detecting the induced signal, and secondly, the data revealed the ex-
istence of several interes.ting phenomena related to the problem of 
supersonic jet noise generation~ Although such measurements are common 
in the literature, as for example in Refs. 10-14, 28, it is also common 
to find these studies employing flows exhausting from nozzles with exit 
diameters on the order of 1 or 2 inches. Considering the probes 
oT"dinar·ily used, this leads to a ratio of jet diamel:er 1:0 probe diameter 
i" the range 4-10. For the present investigation this ratio is 28, I:hus 
subctantially decreasing the errors in measurement due to changes in the 
pressure field induced by the introduction of the probe in the flow. 
The effects of the probe wing support shown in Fig. 9 should be small 
due to the limited upstream influence in the supersonic flow regimes 
of the jet; and was minimized s I:ill farther by making most of the 
measurements of this survey using only the upper, more slender probe 
(housi"g transducer in), thus eliminating the bulky structure required 
to support the lower probe. 
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The validity of using the B & K ogive nose cones, described in 
Section II and shown in Fig. 9 , to accurately represent the static 
pressure fluctuations in subsonic and transonic flow has recently been 
verified (Ref. 11) with the use of an intersecting laser technique which 
does not require that obstructions be placed in the flow. It was also 
found that in supersonic flow there is a complex structure of weak 
shocks attached to the nose cone which would tend to give extraneously 
high pressure fluctuation measurements. But of three nose cones tested, 
the B & K was found to yield the most consistent results. It should be 
added that any vibration of the probes would tend to aggravate these 
problems of induced pressure disturbances, although such effects would 
be primarily confined to relatively low frequencies. 
-. In general, the measured pressure fluctuations at a point x in the 
flow can be separated into several terms: \, 
Pmeas (X', t) = p (X', t) + p probe (X', t) + Pvib (X', t) + P elec (t) (1) 
~ 
where p(x,t) is the true jet static pressure fluctuation (i.e., the ex-
cursion from the mean static pressure, p(X'»; P b (X',t) is the pressure pro e 
disturbance induced by the presence of the probe and support as discussed 
above; and P 'b (X', t), P 1 (t) are p';essure equivalents of electrical 
v~, e ee 
noise induced by vibration of the transducer and cables, and inherent 
in the measuring electronics, respectively. Bya procedure to be 
described, the overall ENS level of the third term above was found to be 
typically about 22 dB bela" that of the sum of all the terms, The noise 
floor cf transducer lfl and its amplifier was 125 dB (in eqUivalent 
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pressure level reo 0.0002 ~Bar), while for transducer #7 it was 122 dB. 
This put the fourth term at least 35 dB below any of the measured levels. 
Thus, the disturbance created by the presence of the probe, particularly 
in the supersonic regions of the jet, is likely to be the most signi-
ficant source of error in the measurements. (An eRtimate, either ex-
perimental or analytical, of the magnitude of this error is beyond the 
scope of the present study although some attempts have been made by 
previous investigators (e.g., Refs. 9 and 11). All of the above com-
o 
r.-.nents of the measured pressure fluctuations are assumed to be station-
ary random functions of time. 
It should be noted that error considerations of this kind are not 
of critical importance for the signal tracing aspects of this investiga-
tion. In that case, the measured pressure fluctuations will consist of 
the induced acoustic signal, as sensed by the transducer, plus a random 
Component attributable to the various sources described in the previous 
paragraph. The individual contributions to this random noise background 
;"," significant only in the sense that they increase the total RMS level 
tc:!s lo,,,ering the effectiveness of the signal recovery processing. 
In what follows, the static pressure fluctuation level (SPFL) at 
a point:;; in the flow is calculated according to the formula, 
where 
and Po = 0.0002 ~Bar 
f t' 
o 
p 
o 
dB 
(,-;, t) dt 
-9 2.9 x 10 psi. 
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A distinction is made from ordinary sound pressure level (SPL) since 
besides acoustic disturbances the static pressure fluctuations in a flow 
also include aerodynamic disturbances convected along streamlines. 
The flow from the primary nozzle was studies in two running condi-
tions. For the first, the chamber pressure was maintained at 80 psia, 
yielding a mass flow of 40 Ibm/sec and a nozzle exit static pressure of 
10 psia. The shadowgraph in Fig. 19 exhibits the initial shock structure 
associated with this, overexpanded jet. The second was the design condi-
tion: a chamber pressure of approximately 110 psia (mass flow of 60 Ibm/sec) 
yielding a balanced jet free of shock-expansion surfaces. For both flow 
conditions the exit Mach number M = 2 
e ' 
being determined by the nozzle 
geometry. Defining the jet Mach number, M., as the Mach number that 
J 
would result from an isentropic expansion of a given chamber (total) 
pressure to aL-mospheric pressure, it is clear that M. = 2 for the bal-
J 
anced jet, while M. = 1.8 for the overexpanded jet. 
J 
All the static pressure fluc tuation (and acous tic signal tracing) 
measurements for this study were made in the' plane z = 0 (Fig. 3 ). 
B. Static Pressure Fluctuation Levels in the Overexpanded Jet 
A somewhat simplified illustration of the jet, flow exhansting from 
the primary nozzle with an overexpanded exit static pressnre of 10 psia 
is presented in Fig.20a. The lengths of the supersonic core and super-
sonic mixing zone were determined from equations empirically derived by 
Nagamatsu and HGrvay (Ref. 29) which express these lengths in cerms of 
the jet Mach number (in this case, M. = 1.8). The position of the 
J 
sonic line along the jet cencerline was approximately verified by a 
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series of pitot and static pressure probe measurements. It was also 
assumed that the jet spreads initially at a total angle of 120. 
The variation of overall 8PFL along the centerline of this jet is 
shown in Fig. 21. Due to the supersonic exit Mach number, a point on 
the centerline does not "see" the nozzle lip or any part of the sub-
sequent mixing layer until it is at least about one nozzle diameter (D) 
downstream of the exit. Consequently, the levels measured at x/D ,; .5 
give a good indication of the pressure fluctuations existing in the flow, 
before it exhausts into the atmosphere, due to upstream turbulence 
created in the valves and settling chamber and to radiation from the 
nozz Ie boundary layer. The high levels (~ 165 dB) ob tained in this 
region are not surprising since there was no attempt made to quiet the 
f,,,w entering the nozzle by the use of screens or flow straightners. 
8,,·'h a procedure becomes necessary when the details of the far-field 
raJiated sound due'to the jet alone are sought (as in the case, for 
examr-1G., in Ref. 6 >;':rhere upstream disturbances were lowered to negligible 
levels). Since the jet is overexpanded the supersonic core will contain 
a cell structure of shocks and expansions which is partially shown in 
Fig. 20a. Where the conical shocks of this structure converge on the 
centerline, a small Mach disc is formed, the first of which can be cleen 
in the shadowgraph of Fig. 19. Very marked increases in pressure fluctua-
tion level were found near t'oth of the first two of these discontinuties, 
that is, at x/D ~ '.5 and x/D ~ 2, The level was also found to vary 
erratically (± 3 dB) during the course of a measurement at each of these 
positions. Such phe.nomena could have beeu the result of some interaction 
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between the weak shocks attached to the probe and the Mach discs, es-
pecially when the probe is vibrating, or due to the convection of the 
high level upst"-'eam disturbances through the jet shock structure. If 
the latter is the more important ef£ect, as is believed to be the case 
at least for the overall increase in level, these regions could be 
significant sources of radiated noise. The remaining measurements 
made along the centerline indicate an increase in level up to a max-
imum at about 3 diam~ters downstream of the exit (i.e., the end of the 
supersonic core), and a fall-off afterwards. Similar results were ob-
tained by Nagamatsu and Sheer (Ref. 14) for an M, = 1.4 flow from a 
J 
1 inch exit diameter convergent nozzle. Using a specially designed 1/8 
inch probe, they found a peak statiC! pressure fluctuation level on the 
jet axis also at the end of the supersonic cere (i. e., at approximately 
7 diameters). 
Spectral densities of the static pressure fh,ctuatioRs at selected 
poi,nts along the jet centerline are presented in Figs. 22-28. The 
initial distribution (x/D = 1, Fig. 22) shows that there is a sigRificant 
amount of low frequency (50-300 Hz) energy at the outset of the flow. 
This could be due to both long wavelength disturbances originating in 
the settling chamber and to low frequency mass flow fluctuations. The 
pressure fluctuation" at this positio'l were analyzed for high frequency 
content and show that, beyond 30 kHz, complex resonance phenomena begin 
to occur. The StrORg peak at 70 kHz, for example, recurs in every 
spectrum analyzed at this frequency amd is thought to be the Helmholtz 
resonance of the nose come cavity, A c.omparison of this first spectral 
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distribution with the one at x/D = 2 (Fig. 23 ) shows an unusual increase 
in energy at almost all frequencies of between 5 to 10 dB. RecallIng 
that this is the approximate position of the second Mach disc in the flow, 
it is possible that such a discontinuity serves to locally amplify up-
stream 1isturbances. The steeper fall-off in energy above 4 kHz 
(10 dB/octave ,:S compared to the previous 7 dB/octave) would seem to 
indicate that this amplification loses its effectiveness at the higher 
frequencies or perhaps is extremely localized spatially. The two peaks 
at 1200 and 1700 Hz are unique to this position (x/D = 2) among those at 
which measurements were made. 
Except for the spectrum at x/D = 2.6 (Fig. 24) which is basically 
similar to that at x/D = 2 (other than actually containing less total energy), 
those remaining al<:mg the centerline show a regular increase in energy 
within the range 50-2000 Hz u,p to the end of the sapersonic CQre (x/D = 8.6, 
Fig. 26), and then dQwuward shifts in this same range fQr the tWQ beyond 
this PQint (Figs. 27 & 28). At least' tWQ source~ are believed to con-
tribate to the grQwth of energy within this' range of freqaencies. First 
Lhere are the disturbances (largely below 300 Hz) originating upstream 
uf the nozzle which seem to be tratlsmitted and reinforced by the shock 
cell str~cture of the sapersonic core, and second there are the pressure 
flllctuations on the centerline induced by the jet mixing whose contri-
blltiQn to frequencies below 2000 Hz Sh01,-ld increase with dis tance down-
stream since the length scale of mixing increases. (It is difficult to 
determine from the spectra whether the shock structure also serves tQ 
amplify these mixing induced flactuations.) The importance of the 
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supersonic core to the first effect can be seen in the one spectral dis-
tribution at a considerable distance downstream of the core (x/D = 15.7, 
Fig. 28). Compared to the distribution near the core tip (Fig. 26) there· 
is a sharp drop, as high as 12 dB at 70 Hz, in the energy of frequencies 
between 50 and 300 Hz, while for frequencies above 500 Hz the drop is less 
pronounced (3 or 4 dB). This would indicate that the very low frequency 
disturbances propagating through the core region of the jet cannot be 
sustained, or are di~ssipated, once mixing begins to occur. The general 
subsidence of fluctuations over all frequencies is accounted for by the 
decreasing mean flow velocity in this now fully turbulent region of the 
jet. 
Above 2000 Hz all the latter spectra show a fall-off of energy at an 
almos t constant rate of 8 or 9 dB/octave with minor shifts in level as the 
measaring position is varied. 
The spectra of the static pressure fluctuations measured within the 
slipersonic core 0f the overexpanded jet (Figs. 22-25) all contain a strong 
peak at a frequency which varies between 800 and 900 Hz. It is thought 
that this is a manifestation of the paeRomenon kROlffi as supersonic scree.ch, 
that is, the coapling of some discre.te upstream disturbance with the shock 
structure of the jet through a feedback loop. The spectral density of the 
radiated sound field at a distance of 10 feet from the nozzle exit and an 
angle of 450 from the centerline is incllided in Fig .. 29 to lend support 
to this conclusion. Measured with a separate acoustic microphone and 
amplifier, the radiated Sound clearly shows a screech frequency (or shock 
tone) at about 800 Hz. The reasons for the s light differences in the 
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frequency at which the peak occurs were not es tab lished. 
To determine the degree to which spurious electrical noise induced by 
the vibration sensitivity of the transducer and cables affected these 
.. ; 
results, a series of measurements were made at x/D = 2.6, the spectral 
analyses of which are shown in Fig. 30. The u;permost curve is the 
spectral distribution of the static pressure fluctuations measured at this 
point by the probe fitted with th" usual B & K nose cone. Its similarity 
to one obtained previously at this position (Fig. 24) is an indication of 
the reproducibility of the results. The two lower distributions are of 
transducer output sf.gnals obtained with the B & K nose cone replaced by 
one which seals-off the transducer from the jet pressure fluctuations 
(see Fig.9). As indicated, some pressure disturbances (particularly at 
frequencies below 500 Hz) were reaching the transducer until the threads 
" 
:,y which this "blind" nose cone was attached to the probe were sealed 
with <', silicone cQmpound. With this accomplished, it could be seen from 
the 10l1ermost curve chat, Qver a wide range Qf freqaencies, the spectral 
distribatiQn "f the electrical noise indllced by vibration was at least 
20 dB below that of the static pressure fillctllations at this position. 
It ~.s possible that, even with the. precautions ta,ken, some pressure 
distarbances were still being transmitted through the "blind" nose cone 
to the transdl.!lcer, in which case the estimate above is conservative. The 
overall measared levels in the two cases were 144 dB and 166 dB. The 
conclusioRs reac11ed here are valid for other measmrements in the flow since 
the general vibration level was not noticed to change appreciably with 
position... 
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The variation of overall SPFL with vertical distance from the center-
line (y/n), at selected downstream stations, is presented in Figs .• 3la & b. 
The initial profiles show peak fluctuations occuring in the jet mixing 
region. There are rapid decreases in level outside the flow, while the 
interior is characterized by regioRs of constant level around the center-
'liRe. The sharp rise in fluctuations near the centerline at x/n ~ 2 has 
been discussed preViously in relation to the flow discontinuity which 
exists at this posit~on. Here it can be seen that the effect is very 
local in terms of the transverse direction to the flow. The tendency for 
the mixing region peaks to first move in toward the centerline and then 
to diverge outward is an indication of the initial contraction of the 
flow streamlines resulting from the overexpanded nozzle exit pressure of 
10 psia. Although there is a gene"al trend in these initial profiles for 
the level to rise for all y /n as the downs tream dis tance increases, this 
occurs at an accelerated .rate in the core of the jet until at x/FJ ~ 8.6 
the most intense static pressure fluctuations along the cross-section 
are found near the centerline. BeyoRd this point, near the end of the 
suI' 'e-sORic core, the flow becomes fully turbulent and the jet center liRe 
is .also the center of mixing. The las t two profiles show more. even 
distributioRs of level across the flow and a decI"easing treRd with distaRce 
dowastr-eam. 
A recent iRvestigaticou (Ref.3D ) of a small M ~ 2 jet has included 
e 
profiles of RMS hot-wire voltage fluctuations in the flow. The similarity 
in the shape and devel.opmeRt of these profiles to those measured he"e 
would perhaps call for an examination of the relatimlship between the two 
measured properties of the jets. 
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C. Static P):essu):e Fluctuation Levels in the Balanced Jet 
The changes that occur. in the jet flow field when the nozzle exit 
static p):essu):e is ):aised f):om 10 psia to the level of the ambient 
atmospheric p):essu):e a):e depicted in Fig. 20b. Besides the disappearance 
of any finite flow discontinuities in the supe):sonic regions of the jet, 
the enti):e flow st):uctu):e is elongated in the streamwise x-di):ection. 
Again, the extend of the va):ious ):egions of flow were dete=ined acco):d-
ing to the ):esults of Ref. 29. The measu):ements made in the ove):expanded 
jet we):e basically ):epeated fo): this now sh0ck-f):ee, balanced jet and a):e 
presented in Figs. 32-40. 
The fi):st, that of the va):iation of ove):all SPFL along the cente):line 
of the jet (Fig. 32), shows that the initial level of static p):essu):e 
fluctuati0ns (mainly o):iginating upst):eam of the nozzle exit) is app):oxi-
mately the same as before (~ 165 dB). Missing, though, are the strong 
peaks in lev"l near the exit which were previously associated with the 
shock structure of the overexpanded jet. After a similar increase with 
distance dm,nstream, a maximum level of aJbout 171 dB is reached between 
x/a = 9 and 12. Although this again correspo,,\ds to the approximate 
position of the supersonic co):e tip (i.e., x/,a 10), the maximum level 
is now 6 dn lowe): than that obtained, at x/l!J= 8.6, along the center-
line of the overexpanded jet (Fig. 21). Thus even with the 33% lower 
mass flow, the static pressure fluctuations along the centerline of the 
overexpanded jet are generally higher than those for the balanced jet. 
This is directly relatable to the shock structure present in one flow 
and not in th~ other. It is interesting to note that at x/D ';;1 15, "here 
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the effects of the shock structure are not as important, the levels in the 
two jets are about the same (N 170 dB). 
There are some striking differences in the spectra obtained ·for the 
I two flows. The original low frequency (50-300 Hz) content in the static 
pressure fluctuations is still present as can be seen in Fig. 33. But now, 
in the shock-free flow, the energy within this band of frequencies does 
i J 
I 
not grow appreciably with distance downstream. For example, at 50 Hz there 
.. ' 
.-- is a 4 dB variation 'Imong all the measured positions while, previously, a 
growth in level of 20 dB occurred, at this frequency, from x/D = 1 to 
x/D = 8.6. With this very low frequency effect absent, the contribution 
of the jet mixing to the static pressure flue_tua tions on the center line 
cRn be more clearly identified. Before the rapid fall-off in energy at 
high frequencies, a "shoulder" can be seen to exist in all the spectral 
distributions. Besides growing in level consistently with each position 
further downstream, this "shoulder" is centered about monotonically 
decreasing freq11ency for each sl1ch position. Atr x/D = 1 (Fig .33 ) it is 
located aro11nd 1500 Hz with a level of approximately 120 dB, while at 
x/D ~ 15 (Fig. 39) its center frequency is more like 350 Hz and its level 
has almost reached 140 dB. It has already been mentioned that, as the 
mixing region of the jet increases in size, the pressure disturbances 
created w011.ld reas010acbly be expected to contain energy at correspondingly 
decreasing freq11encies. The shifting frequency above is a clear demon-
stration sf this effect. The strong peak betV1een 800 and 900 Hz that 
appeared in the spectra for the over-expanded jet is also no., missing. 
This is more support foo:: the previous conclusion that the peak is 
25 
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associated with a shock-related phenomenon (screech), For high frequencies, 
the spectral distributions behave similarly for the two flows. Except for 
the first (Fig. 33) which falls-off above 4 kHz at 7 dB/octave, all the 
distributions in the bal~nced jet (Figs. 34-39) show a decrease in energy 
above 3 kHz at a constant rate of 8 or 9 dB/octave. 
The profiles of overall SPFL at various cross sections of the balanced 
jet (Figs, 40a & b) also' show significant changes. The first three pro-
files are basciallY,the same with the only change being that the peaks in 
level occurring in the mixing layer of the jet are located in line with 
the nozzle lip since the flow noW exists more or less parallel to the 
c,enterline. The sharp rise in level at x/D = 2 near the centerline, 
previously associated with the Mach disc present at that position, no 
longer exists. Although the profiles again show a pattern of increasing' " 
levels with distance downstream, the shift of the peak to the centerline 
does not occur. What is seen instead is a broadening 0f the peaks as the 
mi.:"" ~g regi0n grows in size. Even after the flow is believed to have 
bec~me r~lly turbulent (i.e., x/D> 10), the highest levels of static 
pressure fluctuations occur at some distance off-center. The remarkable 
growth of the very l0w frequency energy along the centerline of the,'over-
expanded jet, which does not take place here, is thought to be responsible 
for the special significance the centerline has to the profiles in that 
flow. As the turbulence becomes fully developed and the mean flow 
velocity drops, the profiles in both flows (i.e., at x/D ~ 15) become 
rather flat and show a trend to>;ard decreaSing levels. 
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Due to the limited number of measurements in this survey of static 
~I 
pressure fluctuations in the two flows, the results are intended to show 
only general trends. A detailed investigation of the phenomena observed 
here would require a more extensive series of measurements. 
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IV. ACOUSTIC SIGNAL TRACING IN SUPERSONIC JET FLOWS 
A. Basis for Signal Recovery Processing 
In general, an understanding of interactions between perturbations 
generated by turbulence produced at a given point of a flow and pressure 
fluctuations induced at a different point is still lacking. The usual 
approach to such investigations is based on acoustic theory. However, 
,---' this approach is not sufficiently accurate in the investigation of 
interactions taking place inside jet flows. Any fluctuation produced 
at ~ given point fixed with respect to the nozzle exit, propagates like 
a sonic boom produced by a supersonic airplane. The amplitude of this 
effect when considered in terms of variable speed of sound, decreases 
with distance from the source as indicated by acoustic theory, however, 
the wave shape ultimately steepens to form an N-wave of finite length. 
It is especially interestiRg in this connection tl1at on the basis of 
linear theory, waves radiated from out of phase eddy disturbances 
would tend to cancel at the jet axis. On the basis of Ronlinear theory, 
however, it is seen that the waves do not cancel on the axis or anytvhere 
else. Instead there is a tendency to generate strong shocks near the 
jet axis which can interact strongly with existing jet shocks, and there 
is always an increase in the relative strength of the high frequency r 
spectral content of the sound generating mechanism and corresponding 
radiation. For example, avo waves of same time history but opposite sign 
are pictured in Fig. 4~ originating at different points A and B OR the 
periphery of a jet (41a). The initial time histories are idealized as 
cycles of a simple sine wave (41b). These waves steepen, and if the jet 
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is big enough will appear as diagrammed in Fig. 41c. When these waves 
interact on the axis point 3, they would be sensed by a microphone as a 
sawtooth of double the frequency of the original components. In any 
event, the phase structure has so shifted that the original phase cancella-
tion can no longer occur. This phenomenon explains some of the longi-
tudinal waves found experimentally in supersonic jets. The investigation 
of all these interactions are of extreme importance for the understanding 
of the interaction b'etween turbulent cells produced by shear flow at 
different regions of the jets. 
An experimental study of the propagation of pressure waves in the 
interior of a jet flow requires a mea~s of measuring certain properties 
of a trace signal which has become a relatively small component of the 
pressure fluctuations at a point in the flow. The properties of interest 
for a periodic trace signal would be its overall amplitude, the amplitude 
and phase of a significant number of its harmonic components (so as to 
yield an estimate of the time signqture), and its phase (or time delay) 
relative to a reference. Measurement of these signal parameters would 
be required for the determination of waveLTont orientations when studying 
refractions, and for detecting the presence of focussing and nonlinear 
steepening phenomena (as discussed above and theorized in Ref. 21). These 
last two manifestations are of course related since pressure amplitude is 
a goveraing factor in the nonlinear steepening of compression waves. 
Strictly speaking a single temporal disturbance of reasonable form and 
duration could yield the in£ormation required to investigate these effects, 
but as a practical matter, the separation or recovery o£ the trace signal 
from the high level random pressure fluctuations present in the jet can 
" 
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only be realized if the signal is periodic. 
Leaving the actual physical situation for the moment, the problem 
can be stated as follows. Given a function of time, 
F (t) Set) + N(t) , (3) 
which is the sum of a periodic, deterministic signal (S) with period T, and 
stationary random noise (N), how does one extract a useful representation 
of the signal (Le.,' determine any of its unknown parameters) if the RMS 
amplitude of N(t) is much greater than that of Set)? The problem is, in 
a general sense, one of filtering, that is, the removal of as much of the 
obscuring noise as possible from F(t). This procedure could be char-
acterized as a transformation ,such that 
S (t) + net) (4) 
where again net) is stationary ra~dom noise. The effectiveness of such a 
procedure would be typified by the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) from S IN to S In . More generally, instead of the signal 
rms nTIS rms rms 
S (t) with Some noise, the transformation coald be such as to yield directly 
some required propBrty of Set) with an error, e.g., the amplitude of one 
of its frequency components. 
Hith this in mind, some of the possible approaches to the problem are 
frequency filtering, auto and cross correlation, or ensemble averaging. 
The first method involves filtering out all frequencies in the spectrum 
of F (t) except those in a narrow band which includes either the funda-
mental frequency, f = liT, of the signal or any of its ha~1monics. 
the spectrum of N (t) is spread over a sufficiently wide range of frequencies, 
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this filtering would considerably increase the signal-to-noise ratio thus 
allowing a more accurate measurement of the amplitudes of the spectral 
components of Set). The theory of filtering, as well as certain aspects 
of correlation techniques, are dealt with thoroughly in Ref. 31 for 
application to problems in radio engineering. Of course, a very large 
literature exists in the field. 
The use of correlation methods is practical when S (t) is a sinusoidal 
signal Acos 2nft. By calculating the average auto-correlation of the 
:i:-unction F (t) 
1 
LF ('0 = 
-.. t' . I t' F(t) F(t-'f) dt 
o 
(5) 
for t', r ~ro; or the average cross-correlation of F(t) with some reference 
signal, S' (t) = A' cos (2f1ft + co), 
1 t' ~S' ('0 = 
t' ( F(t) 8' (t-r) dt (6) 
for t' ~ ro, it is shown in Ref. 22 that 
(7) 
and 
1 
-+-AAI 
2 cos (2ITf t + co) (8) 
where CO is a relative phase. These result8 are obtained under the condition 
that the noise, N (t), has a zero mean and is uncorrelated Hith the signals 
Set) and S' (t). In most circumstances, these conditions are readily 
satisfied. Thus the auto-correlation procedure leads to an estimate of the 
sinusoidal signal amplitude A, Hhile cross-correlation yields both A and the 
31 
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phase, CD, of the unknown signal relative to some chosen reference. The 
shortcomings are that, besid"s not providing any phase information, the 
auto-correlation processing requires a long delay time f, and that both 
techniques are not readily applicable to periodic signals of arbitrary 
harmonic composition. For an initial signal-to-noise ratio of -20 dR, 
Smith and Lambert (Ref. 22) using a 1000 Hz signal and an analog 
correlator obtained improvements in SNR of 20 dB for auto-correlation 
and 40 dB for cross ~correlation. Typical improvements using frequency 
filtering are on the order of 30 dB. 
Ensemble averaging, as it is applied in this investigation, involves 
the sampling of one-hundred equally spaced values of the function F (t) a 
certain number of times, K. The resulting sequence of values, 
F~k) B F(~ + i6t) i = 0, 1, ... , 99 
l. 1< 
k 1,2, ... K (9) 
is summed according to 
K K K 
F. ~L F. (k) 1 I S ~k) +1: \' N~k) i=O,l, ... 99 = = L, l. l. K l. K l. (10) 
k=l k=l k=l 
In the above, CIt is the sample increment and tk is the time when sampling 
of the k-th set of 100 values of F(t) is begun. The success of this 
method depends on choosing the tk's such that they are synchronous with 
the periodicity, T, of the signal S(t), that is, 
k=1,2, ... ,K (ll) 
«here td is a relative time delay «hich can be related to it phase, 
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cp, by cp = 2rrtd IT; and CL is the smallest integer for which St+l - tk = 
aT > 99 ~t. Ordinarily, ~t is chosen such that 99At is nearly a full 
period T, in which case ~ = 1 and each successive cycle of Set) is 
sampled. In this way, it can be seen that the sequence of sampled values 
S?)= S (tk +:L~t) = S(td + it\t) '" Si for all k. It follows thDt, 
K 
=S'+;-"Kl \, N~k) =S.+n. ~ ~ l 1 1 i 0,1, •... ,99 (12) 
k=l 
where F i is now" 101) point approximation of S (t) . 
Assuming that N(t) is stationary random noise, uncorrelated with Set) 
and with zero mean, an estimate can be made of how the error (or noise),n., 
1. 
in this representation ef S (t) will vary with the total number of summations, 
K. Noting that the expected value of F. is S., it is possible to show that 
1. 1. 
the variance of Fi can be written as, 
K-l 
[1 + 2 L (1 - ~) Pm] 
m=l 
(l3) 
where aN
2 is the variance of N(t) (aN = N ), and p is the normalized 
rms m 
(k) N. (k+m) , correlation between N. and 
1. 1. 
that is, if the ante-correlation 
of N(t) is ~(T)' 
~(mca) 
(14) p = 
ill 2 
aN 
The noise in the final 100 poi",t representation of Set) will have an RMS 
level given by n = ",Jvar[F.] and can be seen to be (for large K) less 
rms ~ ~ : 
than tke original N by a factor~l + p(k) 1fK. that is, 
rms 
n 
rms 
N 
rms 
= 
~l + O(K) 
yK < 1 
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1;V'here K-1 
p(K) - 2 L 
m=l 
(16) 
Since for a given K this factor is a minimum when p(K) = 0 (it is unlikely 
that p(K) < 0», large positive correlations, p , between successive 
m 
samples of N (t) tend to adversely affect the outcome of this procedure. 
In conclusion, the improvement in SNR achieved by this method of 
signal enhancement w~ll be 
20 log i~K== 
~1 + p(K) 
= 10 log 
1 + p(K) 
K dB 
For a sufficiently large number of sammations K, an accurate estimate can 
thus be obtained of the signal amplitude, time signature (F., i = ('), ••• ,99) 
l. 
and relative phase (~). 
When S (t) is a sinusoid, it would be possible to increase the effecti-
veness of this technique by combining it with the frequenl!y filtering 
discussed earlier. That is, by first filtering the spectrum of F(t) out-
side a band which includes the frequency of the signal, the total SNR 
improvement after subsequent ensemble averaging would be significantly 
higher than that 0ptained by the use of this method alone. In the 
general case, however, of a signal with 1larmoaic components, the relative 
phase shifts induced between the components by electronic filters would 
make the results unacceptable for subsequent ensemble averagiRg. The 
wider filter bandwidth required to pass all the harmonics would also 
diminish the advantages of filtering. For these reasons, the ase of 
filtering in conjunctiofl with ensemble averaging, was no't considered 
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further in this investigation. 
B. Electronic Simulation Results 
To investigate the parameters involved in the procedure just described 
and to calibrate the processing system to be used, a simulation study was 
conducted with the set-up shown in Fig. 15. The random noise, N(t) was 
simulated first by electronically generated "pink" noise, and then also 
by filtered "white" poise (bandpass: lOOO-3000Hz). The signal, S (t), 
provided by the function generator was a sinusoid with a period 
T = 180 !lsec (f ';;: 5500 Hz). The signal and noise were summed by the 
differential amplifier and then fed into the digital analyzer operating 
in its enhance (or ensemble averaging) mode. Nnder these controlled 
conditions, it was possible to measure and vary the input signal-to-noise 
ratio. The sample increment, 6t, used in all cases was 2 !lsec. Initia-
tion of sampling at the times tk = td + 2(k-l)T (k = 1,2, .•. ,K) was 
accomplished by a seqClence of pulses, synchronized with the sinasoida.l 
output of the f-uncti0n generat0t:, acting as triggers for the a11alyzer. 
The factor of 2 in the expressi0n for tk is to take into account the 
fact that the sampling of each 100 point,,- took 200 J.lsec, thus requil~ing 
that the separation between sClccessive tk's be two periods, 2T. That is 
slightly more than one cycle of the sig11al was sampled for each k a11d 
only every other pulse triggered the analyzer. The delay time td = 0 
since 110 dElay developed in the signal beL-ween the outpat of the function 
generator and the inpat to the ana lyzer. 
The sig11al defi11ition at the omtput of the analyzer has bee11 shown to 
depend on the number of summations performed and on the auto-correlation 
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of the noise. Two other factors affecting the outc:ome are the input 
attenuation (IA) of the analyz&r and whether the acnalyzer processes the 
data in full or clip mode. In full mode there is a proportional rela~ 
tionship between th& analog voltage, Set) + N(t), being sampled and the 
digitized data stored and then summed; whereas the clip mode operates 
such that all sampled positive voltages are digitized as + 1 and negative 
voltages as -1. The discussion and conclusions reached in the preceding 
section obviously apply to the full mode of operation. The use of clip 
rather than full mode processing results in significantly higher im-
provements in SNR. Implicit in the use of this mode, however, is the 
condition that the input SNR be somewhat less than 1. In the limiting 
case of N (t) '" 0 (SNR» 1), it can be seen that this mode will take an 
input sinusoidal signal and process it into a square wave. Such distor-
tion does not occur if the input has a significant random component. This 
leads to the conclusion that, in the case of signal recovery from a back-
ground of high level noise, clip is the favorable mode of operating, while 
the full mode is useful for improving the definition of slightly noisy 
signals or for displaying clean signals in a format comparable to other 
processed d-ata. 
Calibration curves for these twc:> mames of operati.on are shown in 
Figs. 42~44. The signal amplitude at the conclusion of processing in the 
full mode (output S ) can be seen from Fig. 42 to be directly propor-
rms 
tional to the signal amplitude being processed (Input S ) and the number 
rms 
of summations (K), while inversely proportional to the. input attenuation 
(IA). The situation in the clip mode is qaite different (Fig.43 ). 
Although still depending directly on the namber of summations (since the 
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output in both the full and clip modes is the result of a straight sum 
and not an average), the output signal amplitude now varies in direct 
proportion to the signal-to-ratio of the data being processed (Input 
S IN ). For large signal-to-noise ratios, this linear relationship 
DDS rms 
breaks down and it can be seen that there is a limit to the output signal 
amplitude which can be obtained for a given number of summations. As 
indicated by the arrow, for S IN > .8, the distortion referred to 
rms rms 
in the previous paragraph begins to occur to the output signal. On the 
other hand, there is a limit (for a given K) on how Iowa SNR can be 
processed to yield a signal free enough of noise to be reasonably ide.nti-
fied. This subJective limit is indicated on the two curves of Fig. 43 
by vertical lines. The limit is lowered by a factor of tWQ (from 
S IN ~ .003 to .0(15) when the number of summations is quadrupled. 
rms rIDS 
Although final SNR's were not systematically measured, indications are 
that the improvement in SNR with clip mode processing increases approx-
imately as the ~Kand is indepeRdent of the spectral distribution, and 
thus the auto-c.orre1ation of the background noise (L e., p(K) - 0 in the 
expressions derived previous 1y). The curve iR Fig. 44 indic.ate that 
the output signal amplitude in the clip mode is independent of the in-
put attenuation setting of the analyzer if it is chosen within a. 
proper range. 
A sequence of output signals obtained from the clip mode simulation 
processing are shown in Fig.45. The variation of output signal amp1i-
tud.e and definition (Le., final SNR) with iJ;lput SNR is clearly demon-
strated. The limit of reasonable definition mentioned above can be seen 
to be somewhere between the fifth and sixth crace. 
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In the physical problem under consideration, the random noise, N(t), 
to be dealt with (at some point X in the jet flow) is the p (x,t) 
meas 
discussed and surveyed in Section III. These high level random pressure 
flo':-,-i:uations act to critically obscure the presence of a periodic acoustic 
. ~ s~gnal S (x, t) at that point, whose source is an artificially generated 
periodic disturbance at the edge of the flow. To make use of the results 
obtained in the electronic simulation just described, it must be assumed 
~-" 
that the je.t pressure fluctuations and the acoustic trace signal at each 
~ point x combine in an additive manner, that is, such that the transducer 
~ e~ , 
senses S(x,t) + P x,t,. 
meas 
Also required is that p (x,t) be 
meas 
stationary, have zero mean, and be ~ fully uncorrelated with sex,t).· Under 
these conditions, the transducer output voltage can be recorded, along 
with a pulse train synchronized with the signal source disturbance, and 
processed using the clip mode, ensemble averaging technique to recover 
a useful representation of the unknown signal, Sex, t). The success of 
this processing has been seen to depend on the initial signal-to-noise 
ratio, S (x)/p ex), and the number of suunnations performed, K. The 
rms rrns 
definition of the final signal representation could thus be improved by 
increasing the amplitude of the Signal source, by decreasing the level 
of jet pressmre fluctuations, or by maximizing K. The only reasonab Ie 
way to accomplish the second is by lowering the level of disturbances 
originating upstream of the nozzle. The maximum number of suunnations 
possible in the processing is equal to the number of cycles of the 
signal that are recorded, i.e., 
K = fT 
max R (17) 
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where f is the Signal frequency and TR is the total duration of each 
measurement in the flow. The choice of frequency is restricted by th
e 
response limits of the signal generator and, more importantly, by any
 
physical requirements of the propagation study. The running time of 
the 
jet flow is determined solely by the available air supply. 
Once a measurement in the flow was processed, the signal amplitude 
at the output of the analyzer was used, in conjunction with the results 
o·f Fig. , to obtaih the signal-to-noise ratio S (~)/p (~). The rms rms 
acoustic signal amplitude at the point ~ in the flow, S (~), was then rmS 
determined by multiplication of this ratio by p (~) as measured during rms 
processing (Le., since the signal level in all cases was very small it 
could be assumed that p (~) - [p (~ t)] "::' [S(~ t) + P rmS = meas ' rms - , meas 
(K, t)] . The time signature of the signal as well as its phase relative 
rmS 
to the source disturbance can be estimated directly from the analyzer
 
output representation. 
-As a reference, a recording of the acoustic signal at each point x in
 
still air (i.e., without the jet flow) was also processed". Since an intense 
noise background does not exist in this case, the processing was done
 in the 
full mo"e of operation. 
C. Results of Sigpal Trac:ing 
1. Loudspeaker Signal 
In the first experimental application of the signal recovery pro-
cedures, an attempt was made to map the field created by a single Alt
ec 
loudspeaker within the primary jet in the two running conditions des-
cribed in Section III. The mouth of the loudspeaker horn was placed 
at 
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the edge of the flow near the nozzle exit, i.e., 4 in. below the jet 
centerline and 2 in. downstream of. the nozzle exit as shown in Fig. 
In order to maximize the possible number of summations in the signal 
I 
recovery processing, a relatively high loudspeaker signal frequency o
f 
5500 Hz (T ':;;! 180 I-tsec) was chosen along with a total running time for 
each measurement in the flow of 40 sec. This allowed for K = 220 000
 
max ' 
possible summations, and a corresponding maximum possible improvement
 in 
signa1-to-noise ratiu of approximately 53 dB. The output amplitude of
 the 
loudspeaker was also optimized .to a level of about 150 dB at the cente
r 
of the horn exit plane. As described in Section II, the lot1dspeaker 
was 
powered in a sinusoidal mode. The mapping of the lot1dspeaker signal 
field 
consisted of an attempt to observe, through signal recovery processin
g, 
the acoustic signal present at several positions along the centerlin
e of 
the jet (Y/Til 0) and a10lo.g a parallel line 1.5 inches below (Y/Til = - .2), 
for downs tream dis tances ranging only as far as 19 inches (x/Til = 2.7). Due 
.L:-
to the high levels of background pressure fluctuations and the limite
d 
signal source strength, successul1 recovery was restricted to this in
itial 
section of the jet. 
Signal traces resulting from the processing of measurements at these
 
positions in the balanced jet are presented iR Figs. 46-51. (The spikes 
which appear on some of the traces just to the left of center are due to 
aR effect in the electronics and sh0t11d be ignored.) At each position 
(ideRtified according to the labels assigned in Fig.52 ), two traces are 
shown; the upper is of the acoustic signal as it exists at that poiR
t in 
still air, while the lower shows, when the recovery processing succe
eds, 
the signal arriving at that point in the presence of the supersonic 
flow, 
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Due to the sample increment used in the processing (t:. t = 2 J.lsec), each of 
these 100 point traces is of 200 J.lsec of the signal, that is, of slightly 
more than one cycle. Next to each trace is an indication of the sound 
pressure level of the signal it represents. The variation of signal level 
in still air and within the flow is summarized in Fig. 52. 
The acoustic signal field in still air can be seen to be very complex. 
There is a significant amount of distortion occurring to the original 
sinusoidal disturbance as it propagates both directly and after reflection 
from nearby surfaces to each measuring position. The distortion itself 
can be related to the high level of the initial disturbance, while the 
spatial complexity of the field is due to the high frequency of the signal 
and the proximity of the signal generator to a number of scattering bodies 
(Fig. 13). One consequence of the high frequency, and the resulting wave-
length in still air of "bout 2.5 inches, is that signals originating from 
opposite edges of the source disturbance (the 3 in diameter exit of the 
loudspeaker horn) arrive at some positions with significant phase shifts. 
The variati,m of signal level (Fig. 52) shows that, in the vicinity of 
the loudspeaker where measurements were made, the acoustic field is very 
directional with most of the energy concentrated close to the axis of the 
horn. 
Appreci"ble changes occur to the field in the presence of the balanced 
supersonic flow. Although a strong directionality pattern still exists 
(Fig. 52), it is now centered about a ray making an angle of approximately 
600 with the axis of the horn. Since the Mach angle in the flow is 300 
(M = 2), this is a demonstration that, Oflce the initial disturbance crosses 
the thin mixing layer present in this early stage of the jet, its region of 
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influence is determined (due to the supersonic convection) by the char-
acteristic lines in the flow (two of whi~h are shown). As a result, little 
if any of the disturbance would be able to reach points upstream of the 
r characteristic which emanates from the nozzle lip. This is clearly the case 
since no signal is recovered at the first four positions along the centerline 
and the first two along yin = - .2 (Figs. 46-47). (When the processing does 
not yield anything which can be reasonably identified as a signal, an esti-
I l 
r 
I' ., 
mate is made of the'minimum signal level ,~hich could have been recovered 
from the known noise level at each point. This estimate is indicated in 
Fig.52 by horizontal dashes. The signal level at these positions is then 
ij 
Jj\ 
~ , 
I· 
H' ;.-,. 
i, 
somewhere below this mark.) The maximum signal levels attained w~~hj~ che 
l' 
flow are lower than those in still air possible due to the fact that not 
all of the source energy is transmitted across the flow boundary, that is, II , 
r 
some is reflected back toward the source. A series of measureinents along i 
!'j 
both sides of the flow boundary would be required to investigate the ;" I. 
mechanisms involved in the traRsmission of the dist-urbance through the i ~ Ii 
shear layer at the boundary. As would be expected, the peak level along l' il 
ii 
yIn = - .2 is slightly higher than that along the center liRe in still air, i: 
" I
,! 
but within the flow the reverse is true. This is perhaps an indication of 
If 
" 
a focussing phenomenon which could be enhanced and explored further using j 
., 
a circumferential distribution of source disturbances around the periphery '. :1 
of the jet. An attempt was made to determine whether the signal level 
hi 
downstream of x/n = 2.7 along the centerline increased due to an interior i ~ 1;' 
e 
(-; 
reflectioR of the distarbance from the opposite edge of the flow (Le., at 
yIn 0;;; + .5). Although there were some signs of such an effect, the signals 
, 
" i' ti 
" 1\ 
recovered in this region were generally too weak to allow a definite 
~ i !~' 
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conclusion to be reached. 
The traces obtained in the presence of the flow, particularly where 
the signal levels are high (Figs. 48-49), clearly show that the source 
disturbance remains sinusoidal as it propagates through the jet. The 
complex pattern of distortion occurring to the signal profiles in sti
ll 
air does not exist in the flow, at least as far as can be seen from t
he 
"cleanly" recovered signals. This could be due to the lowering of th
e 
initial disturbance 'level by the reflection at the flow boundary com
bined 
with the absence of any scattered fields within the flow. On the oth
er 
hand, this effect together with the absence of Significant phase diff
er-
ences between signals arriving at various points within the flow (i.e., 
6a,6b,7a,7b), might involve phenomena requiring f~rther investigation. 
The measurements at two positions in the flow (6a and 5b) were 
repea ted and are pres ented as 6a I and 5b I in Fig. 53. Except for slig
ht 
differences in the still air signals (due to errorS in positioning the 
probe in the spatially intricate field), the results show the basic re-
producibility of the measurements and subsequent processing. 
In Figs. 54-60 are presented the results of a sequence of measurements
 
tracing the acoustic signal within the overexpaRded jet (Pe = 10 psia). 
Other than the absence of data for positioRs 8a and 8b, they consist 
of 
the same set of measurements made in the balanced jet. The interpretation 
of the results here, however, is more difficult for two reasons. The
 
region of the jet through which the signal is being traced is no longer 
one of constant mean flow velocity, but rather consists of the previo
usly 
described shock-cell structure. Forthermore, at the time these meas
ure-
ments in the overexpanded jet were made, the signal being recovered at 
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each point in the flow was the sum of the usual acoustic signal plus a non-
pressure (electrical) signal being induced (electromagnetically) in the 
recording instrumentation by the signal generating system. The two main 
Sources of this spurious signal were found to be the proximity of the 
loudspeaker power amplifier to the transducer amplifiers and the existence 
of a section of unshielded cable leading to the l':lUdspeaker. The signals 
recovered at the first few positions in the flow (Fig. 54) were primarily 
~-., . due to these sourceg since the points are outside the zone of influence 
of the acoustic source. This conclusion was verified by repeating the 
measurements at two of these positions (la and Ib) using the "blind" nose 
cone shown in Fig. 9 to seal-off the transducer from any acoustic signal. 
The signal levels obtained from processing these measurements were only 
slightly lower than those obtained with the transducer capable of sensing 
pressure fluctuations, thus indicating that although most of the signal is 
due to non-pressure sources:J some acoustic signal can still perhaps reach 
these po~ltions by upstream propagation through the suhsonic mixing and 
boundary layers in the flow. The actual error caused by the electrical 
signal would depend on the phase it has relative to the acoustic signal at 
each point. (The sources of the electrical signal were largely· eliminated 
prior to making measurements in the balanced flow.) 
The signal traces obtained within the overexpanded jet, as well as the 
variation of signal level shown in Fig. 60, must therefore be interpreted 
with some caution. However, several of the basic phenomena observed for 
the signal in the balanced jet can still be seen to occur here. The 
signal traces recovered with some clarity (Figs. 55 and 56) again show that 
the disturbance remains sinusoidal as it now propagates through the various 
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flow regions comprising the initial cell structure of the overexpanded jet. 
There is also, as before, an absence of large differences in phase between 
many of the signals within the flow. Although the acoustic signal field is 
again convected downstream (Fig •. 60), the shift is significantly less than 
it was in the balanced flow. There are two possible reasons for this. The 
most obvious is that the Mach number at which the field is convected drops 
from M = 2 to M ~ 1.6 across the first shock in the flow shown in Fig. 60 
Less obvious is the' fact that, du.e to this shock, the initial flow stream-
lines will be deflected toward the centerline of the jet causing the flow 
boundary to move away from the signal source disturbance. Since the 
cOIlvection wou.ld then begin closer to the lines along which measurements 
we~e made, it is reasonable that the convected dis tances are less. These 
two effects can be pictured more clearly in terms of the characteristics 
in the flow. The first can be seen as an increase in the angle of the 
characteristic lines with respect to the flow direction, and the second 
as an upward (vertical) shift of the points, from which the characteristics 
emanate. 
TI,e failure to recover a Signal at positions 3a and lOa (Figs. 55 & 58) 
in the overexpanded jet was due to the unusually high level of jet pressure 
fluctuations resulting from the presence, near these positions, of the first 
two Mach discs in the flow. 
2. Multi-Source Siren Signal 
It was clear from the beginning of this experimental program that a 
study of the propagation of mixing induced disturbances into the Core of a 
supersonic jet could best be accomplished using a circumferential 
45 
dis tribution of signal sources. To this end the pneumatic siren 
system described in Section II was designed, constructed, and installed. 
lhe system consists of a r0tating-value siren that generates from one to 
six signals (Fig. 6), lines (5/8" I.D. and approximately 17 ft long) for 
channelling the signals to the flow (Fig. 16), and a ring that injects 
a 
each signal along a 60 arc of the flow boundary near the nozzle exit 
(Fig. 17). The system was designed to allow independent control of the 
amplitude and phase of each of the six signals: the amplitude by six 
valves controlling the siren back-pressures and the phase by the variable 
length of the delivery lines. The frequency of all the signals was the 
same but variable through the speed of the rotating-valve (disc). 
Early preliminary testing of the siren was conducted with only one 
signal lin" operating and with the disc at a speed of 2000 rpm, giving a 
signal frequency of 800 Hz. The signal «as measured at a distance of 4" 
from the outlet of various lengths of 5/8" I.D. straight pipe emanating 
from the siren. As expected, for high back-pressures a significant 
amount of steepening occurs to the compreSSion phase of the signal as it 
propagates along the pipe. For back-pressures higher than 30 psia and 
pipe lengths greater than 1 ft. the signal at the measuring position is 
sensed as a series of spikes ins tead of the more sinusoidal signal that 
results when the back-pressure is much lower. In order to regenerate a 
more acceptable signal, several resonator type devices «ere added to the 
end of the pipe. The best results were obtained with the configuration 
shOlm in Fig. 61. The signal measured after a length of 10 ft. of pipe 
is shown in Fig. 62a, and that Hhich results after the addition of this 
resonator appears as Fig. 62b. The signal amplitUdes in the two cases 
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Here .14 psi zero-to-peak and 134 dB, respectively. 
It Has also discovered during these early studies of the siren that 
a significant amount of unHanted sound Has being generating by leaks at 
the disc-air supply interface and by resonances excited at certain disc 
speeds in the cavities. surrounding the disc. One possib!e solution to 
this problem was to provide a sound isolating enclosure for the siren. 
The solution chosen, was to make the monifications to the siren shown 
* in Fig. 18, also shoHn in this figure is a ball-bearing support Hhich 
Has added to the siren shaft to uncouple the siren disc from the 
electric motor. 
Once the multi-source signal generating sy.:;tem Has put in the final 
operating configuration shown in Fig. 16, tests were conducted to de-
termine the effects of the siren disc speed (frequency), and "the back-
pressure and length of each of the signal lines on the signal amplitude, 
phase and shape. This had tQ be done for each Qf the six lines indi-
viduallyand in various combinations, including of course the case where· 
all the lines operated sirnultaueously. The signal was measured in each 
case at the centerlifle of the injection ring shoHn in Fig. 17 (coinc;iciing 
with the centerliae of the jet noz~le), just dowlilstream of the exit plane 
of the ring. 
To obtaifl the relative phase .of ',d.ch signal, a reference or syachro-
nizatiOR signal was required. 
* i.e. to enclose the rotating 
a gap of ~ 1/16" between the 
This was first provided by the output of a 
disc between b,Q fixed thick plates, leaving 
disC; and each plate 
47 
pressure transducer. sensing the signal along one of the six lines near 
the downst,eam side of the siren. While this line was being used to pro-
vide the reference signal it had to be disconnected from the injection 
ring so as not to affect the signal measured from each of the other five 
lines. Because of this inconvenience and the fact that the transducers 
available did not quite have the necessary sensitivity for this applica-
tion, a mechanical contact-switch device was developed. This system, 
sho;m i"- Fig. 7, consists of a disc attached to the siren meter shaft 
whose rim is made up of alternating cenductive and nen-conductive 
regiens aligned with the 24 windews of the siren's rotating-valve. A 
contact switch riding on the rim ef the disc epens and closes a bricLge 
circa't yielding an alternating voitage (zero when closed, 3 velts when 
opened) which is then used to trig!;er an electronic pc-lse generator. The 
final re.sult at the output of the pulse ge.nerator is a continuous train 
of pulses at the precise frequency of the siren signals and whose ampli-
tade and duration can be adjusted to any required values. Besides 
serving as a referen-"e Y.'ith respect to which the relative phases of the 
six sireR signals ceuld be measared, the pulse train CQuld also be used 
to set the siren disc~peed (i. e., by measuring the pulse frequency with 
a ~ounter) and te synchronize the signal recovery processing as described 
in Section II. 
The signals measured with each of the six lines operated one at a 
time are shown in Figs. 63a and b. The signal frequency is approximate ly 
670 Hz (disc speed 1575 rpml and the siren back-pressures were set se 
as to yield a signal level of 120 ± 2 dB iel each case. Although the 
length of each of the signal lines was approximately the same, it can 
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be seen that there are slight: differences in phase between each of the 
signals. Also evident are significant differences in signal shape from 
one source to another. Both of these effects can be related either to 
irregularities in the physical construction of the individual signal 
lines, to differences in back-pressure required for each of the lines, 
or to slight variations in. setting the siren disc speed for each measure-
ment. The signal shape was found to be particularly sensitive to disc 
speed (frequency) - small changes in. speed resulted in dramatic changes 
in the signal shape. 
The effect of back-pressure on signal shape and phase is demonstra-
ted by the traces of Figs. 64a "nd b. Again the frequency is about 670 Hz, 
but now the back-pressure in each line has been increased so that the peak-
to-peak signal amplitude is approximately ten times that of the signals of 
Fig. 63. The considerable changes in signal shape that occur can be 
related to t:he nonlinear variation of the, local speed of sound at the higher 
back-pressures which manifest:s itself as steepening of the compression phase 
of the signals as they propagate along the delivery lines. The ch"nges in 
signal phase are more difficult to explain but are most likely related t:o 
the dependence of the speed of pllrpagation of the signals on back-pressure 
and to irregularities in the construction of the signal generati~g system 
which became significant, in terms of affecting the signal phase, at the 
higher back-pressures. 
Before proceeding with the next step which was to operate two or more 
signal lines simult:aneously, it was necessary to insure that the signal 
characteristics of anyone line were mot altered by the operation of any 
other line. This "JaS accomplished by providing six ports on the injection 
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ring near the entrance to the triangular chambers of the ring (Fig. 17) 
through which the signal could be sensed by a pressure transducer. First 
it was verified that the signal measured at each of these ports was due 
preduminantl-:? to the signal arriving along each of the respective lines 
and not for ~xamp1e due also to signals travelling across the ring from 
other lines. Then the port signal for a given line was measured with 
that line operating alone and, successively, together with each of the 
other five lines. This procedure was repeated for each of th~ six ports 
and it was found th~t in each case the measured signal did not signifi-
cant1y change in going from single to multiple operation. 
Once this was verified, it was possible to set-up the amplitude and 
phase of each of the six signal sources individually and to aSSume that 
the signal measured duxing simultaneous operation would be just the sum 
of the individual component sources. An example of the signal measured 
with all six sources activated is shown in Fig. 65a. The individual 
sources are set-up approximately as in Fig. 63, the frequency being 670 Hz. 
The over.all signal amplitude is about 135 dB. This measurement was re-
pea ted several different times and the trace shown in Fig. 65b clemon-
strates the reproducibility of :he result. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
A facility has been constructed to provide two coaxial axisymmetric 
jets of unheated air. The inner primary flow exhausts from a 7" exit 
diameter convergent-divergent nozzle at M = 2, while the concentric 
secondary flow has a 10" outside diameter and is sonic at the exit. The 
large dimensions of the jets permit one to place probes inside the jet 
core without significantly disturbing the flow. 
Static pressure fluctuations were measured within the primary flow 
in two running conditions. One yielded a perfectly expanded (balanced) 
flow with a jet Mach number M. = 2, and the other an overexpanded flow 
J 
with M. = 1.8. The maximum level of static pressure fluctuations along 
J 
the centerline of both flows 'tV'as f01md to be near the end of their 
respective slipersonic Cores. However, even with the lower mass flow, the 
levels along the centerline of the overexpanded jet Wbre generally higher 
than those for the balanced jet. This was particularly the case in the 
area of the Mach discs in the former flow where appreciab1e increases in 
level were detected. The spectral composition of these static pressure 
fluctuatiORS tended to show that the higher levels along the centerline 
of the overexpanded jet could be related to the shock-cell structure 
present in that flow. Starting near the exit of the nozzle with a level 
and spectral distribution of upstream disturbances that was similar in 
both flows, the static pressure fluctliatious in the balanced jet in-
creased wi th dis tance downs tream due to the addition of energy which 
could be traced to dist1irbances originating in the miximg layer, while 
in addition to this effect, the fl1ictuations in the overexpanded jet 
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included an amplification of disturbances propagating through the ce
ll 
structure. This was particularly evident for the low frequency distu
r-
bances originating upstream of the nozzle (e.g., due to mass flow fluc-
tuations and the large size of the settling chamber). Since this was 
the only probable source of disturbances with frequencies on the ord
er 
of 100 Hz, the growth in energy of the static pressure fluctuations 
at 
these frequencies along the centerline of the overexpanded jet could best 
be accounted for in, te~",s of the intensification of these disturbances by
 
the shock stracture in the core of this jet. Downstream of this structure 
(i.e., where the jet becomes fully turbulent), the level and spectrum of 
the fluctuations were again similar to those in the balanced flow. 
Another shock-related phenomencm (screech) was believed to he the cause 
of a strong peak in fluctuations between 800 and 900 Hz within the ov
er-
expanded jet. 
The similarity between the two flows near the exit of the nozzle and
 
then after the flows become fully turbulent was also evident in the 
pro-
files of the variation of static pressure fluctuation level with ra
dial 
distance from the centerline. In the injtial flows, these profiles 
showed a peak level occurring in the mixini layer, and a lower, more
 
constant level about the centerline. Far downstream, the profiles i
n 
both jets indicated a more uniform distribution of level across the 
fully turbulent flows. In between these regions, one significant 
difference cou Id be seen in the profiles for the two flows. While th
e 
peaks in the mixing layer broadened as the scale of mixing grew in t
he 
balanced jet, a shift in the peak level to the centerline occurred in the 
overexpanded jet. The intensification of disturbances in the core of this 
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jet was believed to be responsible for the shift. 
The tracing of an acoustic signal through the jet flow required the 
development of t.wo systems; one for externally injecting al,d then de-
tecting the signal within the flow, and another that would allow for ob-
servation of the signal amidst the random pressure fluctuations of the 
flow. Two signal generating systems were utilized. An electro-acoustic 
loudspeaker was chosen because of its relatively high output over a , .. ide 
frequency range, the, control it allows over signal shape, and the ease 
with which it permits synchronization of the Signal for subsequent pro-
cessing. A mult -source pneumatic siren was also developed to provide 
a circumferential distribution of sources at the periphery of the flow. 
Size and high frequency response were the basic criteria used in select-
ing the transducers fQr sensing the signal (al,d jet pressure fluctuations), 
althQagh obvious consideration had to be given to the requirement that the 
high levels Qf mean and flactuating jet pressure were within the operating 
range Qf the transducers. If nQt for this requirement, transducers with 
higher sensitivities CQuld have been chosen. 
Of the possible procedures available for recQvering or separating a 
periodic signal from a high level random noise background, it was concluded 
that ensemble averaging most directly yields all the required properties 
of 'ehe signal (Le., amplitude, time history, and relative phase). An 
electronic simulatiQn study of the processing involved in this procedure 
was made to determine how various parameters affected the outcome and to 
calibrate the instrumentation being used. The definition with which the 
signal is recovered by the processing was found to depend approximately 
on the square-root of the number of cycles of the signal available for 
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processing. Obviously, it would also directly depend on the initial 
signal-to-noise ratio of the data being processed. But since the out-
put level of the signal generators was limited and the level of jet 
pressure fluctuations (noise) could not be easily lowered, an attempt 
was made to maximize the effectiveness of the processing by increasing , .. 
f.~ 
the number of cycles of the signal sensed during a measurement in the 
flow, that is, by choosing a high signal frequency and running the flow 
for as long as possible. 
With the loudspeaker, a combination of a signal frequency of 5500 Hz 
and a running time "f 40 sec. permitted a maximum possible improvement in 
signal-to-n"ise ratio of about 53 dB. Even with this high degree of 
improvement in signal definition, the successful application "f these pro-
cedures to the recovery of the loudspeaker generated signal within the 
primary je,t flow was restricted to a limited region of the flow. The data 
that were acquired did suggest the existence of several effects. They 
clearly demonstrated the supersonic convection of the acoustic field and 
the resulting limited upstream influence of the signal source. Also 
indicated was a possible increase of signal strength as it propagated 
toward the centeriine of the flow. Missing in the sigllal traces re-
covered within the flow, however, was the development '",f any distortion 
ill the initial sillusoidal profile. Since this was seen to occur for 
the acoustic field in still air, it would be of interest to investigate 
why it doesn't within the flow. This would apply as well as to the 
abseRce of appreciaJ,le phase differences between signals arriving at 
various points in the flow. 
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During this investigation the multi-source pneumatic signal generator 
was made operational and its characteristics were studied. Since this is 
a useful tool for studying wave steepening and focussing in an axisymmetric 
flow, its use in investigating these and other propagation phenomena would 
be valuable. The basic techniques developed during this experimental 
program could be applied to investigate wave propagation both subsonic and 
supersonic flows . 
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.95 36 
1.18 41 
1. 99 79 
2.00 101 
2.00 107 
Jet Axis 
TABLE I 
NOISE LEVELS DUE TO PRIMARY JET FOR VARIOUS 
RUNNING CONDITIONS (T = 490oR) 
o 
P P 0 e 
psia 14.6 psia 19 Ib/sec 
psia 17.2 psia 21 1b/sec 
psia 10.3 psia 41 1b/sec 
psia 12.9 psia 52 1b/sec 
psia 13.5 psia 55 1b/sec 
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SPL AT POINT C 
109 dB 
118 dB 
122 dB 
127 dB 
128 dB 
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TABLE II 
FARFIELD NOISE LEVELS DUE TO PRIM~RY JET - ACROSS 
THE HARLEM RIVER (T ~ 4900 R) 
° 
DISTANCE FROM EXIT ANGLE FROM CENTERLINE P 
° 
600' 0° 107 psia 
620' 15° 108 psia 
850' 15° 107 psia 
500' 30° 107 psia 
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.... ,c..' Co- J 
SPL 
95 dB 
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TRANSDUCER NO.1 NO" "r 
, 
TYPE KULITE COS-125-IOO I<.UUTE COS-I 25 -100 
SERIAL NO. 2065-4-1 2065-5-7 
RATED PRESSURE 100 psi 100 psi 
SENSITIVITY .293 mvlvlpsi .331 mv/v/psi' 
MAX. INPUT VOLTAGE 5 VDC 7.5 VDC 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 304n ·326 n 
OPERATING TEMP. < 250°F <250°F 
CHANGE OF SENS. 
± 2.5% 1100° F ± 2.5 %/100° F WiTH TEMP. (APPROX.) 
NATURAL FREQ. 
130 kHz 130 kH z (AP?ROX.) 
ACCELERATION SENS. 
0.0002 % FS/~ 0.0002 "/0 FS/O PERPENDICULAR 
TRANSVERVE 0.0000~ % FS/o 0.00004% FS/O 
, 
Fig. 10 Transducer specifications and circuitry 
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A) Pipe a lo.~ 
B) Pipe with resonator 
Signa l measured 4" fr om ou tlet of 10' l e n g th of pipe emanat ing 
from siren 
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